
Small Group Discussion Guide  — January 30, 2022 

• Series: More than Words 
• Sermon: Wanting Another King 
• Scripture: Judges 21:25, 1 Samuel 8: 4-7 
 

We are three weeks into our 90-Day Bible Reading! How is it going for you? Are you keeping up 
with the schedule? Are you a little behind? Have you completely fallen off? If you are, don’t worry! 
Jump back in where we are - you can always go back later and read anything you missed. Another 
option is to use the Student Reading Plan, a condensed version that highlights the main stories. 
God speaks to us through the scriptures, so keep your heart and your Bible open. Stay with it!  
  
CONNECT 
1. Are you a morning person or a night owl? How do you use that time? OR Are you (generally) 

a rule follower or do you do things your own way? OR What’s your favorite way to read a 
book? 
A. hardcover/paperback 
B. audiobook 
C. Kindle 
D. I don’t read books 

2. Has anything jumped out at you from your reading or the sermon this week? Have you 
discovered anything new in the scriptures that you haven’t noticed before? 

DISCUSS 
Read Judges 21:25.  
• The idea of having a king didn’t come from God — it was the Israelites who pushed for it. 

What prompted that? 

• What is it about having a king, or having anyone to look up to (celebrities, athletes, etc.) that 
is so appealing to us? Why is People magazine so popular? 

• The people of Israel were not satisfied with having God lead them as a nation; they wanted a 
human king like the ones of other nations. Why do you think they wanted this? What were 
they missing with God? How do we experience the same temptation to want to live like our 
surrounding culture?  

• God allowed the people of Israel to have their wish, and they were given a series of kings in 
the ensuing years, including Saul, David, and Solomon. How did that work out? What is the 
inevitable result of putting our hopes and dreams in a king, celebrity, or any other leader or 
famous person, and why? Share a time you’ve put someone or something on a pedestal in 
your life and, what happened.  

• Consider the fact that Solomon constructed places of worship to foreign gods on a hill east of 
Jerusalem (1 Kings 11: 4-8), the same place that Jesus would later pray to God “not my will, but 
thine be done” (Matthew 26:39). Contrast the qualities we tend to look for in a king/leader, 
and discuss how Jesus is the true servant-leader.  

https://thechurchco-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/2963/2021/12/90-Day-Bible-Reading-Handout-2.pdf


PRAYER
Father, thank you for giving us an inborn desire for truth and life — a yearning for you. Strengthen 
and guide us in the many instances in which we don’t recognize or follow that desire, seeking our 
fulfillment elsewhere. Thank you for your infinite mercy and grace in our ongoing struggles in the 
journey home to you. And thank you for the amazing gift of your Word, a constant companion, 
guide, challenge, inspiration, and clarifier as we learn to follow you more closely. Amen.

GOING DEEPER 
If anyone in your group attended or listened to David’s “Knowing the Bible” discussion this week, 
feel free to incorporate questions and thoughts here.  

Also, use the resource webpage throughout the series.  

SUPPORTING VERSES 
1 Kings 11:4,7 
Zechariah 9:9 
Luke 19: 37-38 
Matthew 27:37  
Philippians 2: 9-11 
Revelation 19: 11, 13, 16

QUOTES 

“The hero is distinguished by their achievement, the celebrity by their image. The celebrity is the 
person well known for their well knownness.”   
Daniel Boorstin 

https://www.hopechurchrva.com/bible/
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